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HORSE ILLUSTRATED
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The Fell Pony is one of Britain's
greatest treasures.
By Sharon Biggs

ou only have to read the adventures of Thelwell's
shaggy ponies and their long-suffering owners to realize that England is the land of the pony. With nine
native breeds to choose from, horse-crazy children
learn to post the trot not on their parents' horses, but
on their own diminutive mounts. And if you take a
short walk across the territory many of these ponies
once called home, you'll soon understand why
Britain's pint-sized equines are so hardy. With howling winds, rocky and rough terrain and little grub to
choose from, a pony born and raised in such an environment would have to be tough.
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Fell Pony is one of these little equine powerhouses and is also one of Britain's greatest
treasures—a very rare breed (less than 600
breeding animals in the United Kingdom)
wJLm
and one the Queen of England holds dear. In
fact, Queen Elizabeth adores this native English pony so
much that she is patron of the Fell Pony Society. She donates
generously to the association each year, consults with the
Society's council members and even invites them to her various palaces and homes for a chat and a tour.
'The Queen has had an interest in the ponies since she
was a girl," says Ian Simper, secretary of the Fell Pony Society
in the United Kingdom. "She breeds and keeps her own Fells
at the Royal Studs in Scotland, Surrey and Norfolk. Her
ponies are used after the hunt to carry the stags off the moors
in Scotland at Balmoral." With more than 700 deer to cull
each year to maintain a healthy population, the gamekeepers
of Balmoral find it challenging, if not impossible, to transport
the carcasses off the wild moors by vehicle, even with all-terrain vehicles. The Queen's Fell Ponies are the perfect solution.
The Fell arrived on British soil as an ancient Forest Pony
type that came across the land bridge during the Ice Age. The
ponies dispersed throughout the United Kingdom, and this
habitat helped form and shape their modern attributes. The
word "fell" is a term to describe the hills surrounding the Lake
District in Cumbria in northern England. The weather is harsh
there, with short, rainy summers and long cold winters. Fifteen
herds of Fell Ponies still run wild on these hills. The ponies do
have owners, but DEFRA (the Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs) has classed the ponies as semi-feral.
Each spring the ponies are brought down to lower ground
to be supervised as they foal. Fell enthusiasts wish to keep the
herds on their native habitat for two reasons: Ponies raised on
the fells tend to retain their native hardiness; and for tradition's
sake, as the ponies have roamed the area for hundreds if not
thousands of years.
Fell Ponies are often mistakenly referred to as "miniature
Friesians," something the Fell Pony Society is keen to refute.
:<
There has been a lot of misreporting in the past, claiming
that Friesians were strong in the pedigree," says Ian.
Mary Jean Gould-Earley is a radiologist who has done
comparative studies with the modern Fell Pony and equine
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Although black is the most common color for a Fell, brown, bay
and gray are also seen.

fossil skeletons from Hadrian's Wall (a Roman wall located in
Northumbria, which was built in 120 A.D. to defend the
northwest boundary of the Roman Empire) and other places
in England, France and Alaska. 'The story about Friesian
stallions being crossed with native ponies at Hadrian's Wall to
create the Fell is a myth I am sure," she says. "There is simply
no real evidence for this, and in fact strong evidence against
it. There is evidence of something very similar to the Fell
Pony that has been around a lot longer than the modern
Friesian." Mary Jean also points out that the Friesian as we
know it today didn't exist during Roman times, and what the
Romans brought over were probably actually relatives of the
Fell Ponies, which shared the same prehistoric ancestors.
There are two pony breeds similar to the Fell Pony still in
existence. One is the Ariegeois, on the eastern edge of the
Pyrenees mountain range dividing France and Spain.
Another originated in Norway's mountain valleys and is
called the D01e Gudbrandsdal.
The Scottish Galloway, a pony ridden by Scottish raiders,
is also thought to have been very similar to the Fell Pony. The
Scottish Galloway is now extinct and may have been amalgamated into other ponies, particularly the Fell. It can be confusing to separate the early history of the two, as "galloway"
was the old name given to any pony of
draft type. "I have an uncle who is 94 and
farmed in Yorkshire all of his life," says
Ian Simper. "He still refers to working
ponies as galloways."

Traditional Uses
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For hundreds if not thousands of years,
farmers in Cumbria needed a utility animal to work the hilly landscape. The heavier draft horses might have been perfect
for working large, flat swathes of land, but
they weren't much use on the smaller, sloping plots. The ponies were used to the
land, and their biddable nature made them
perfect for the farmers' uses, pulling hay

rakes, mowing machines and for providing transportation.
Many farmers used the ponies for shepherding, riding the
ponies to the sheep and back again. During the Industrial
Revolution, Fell Ponies were used to pack coal out of the fells.
Their calm and unflappable nature, in addition to their
strength and agility, made them easy to handle, and it wasn't
unusual to see droves of 20 ponies with only one person in
charge of the entire pack.
When mechanization reached the United Kingdom shortly
after World War II, the ponies had few jobs to do. With recre-

To increase the number of Fell Ponies in the United Kingdom, the
Fell Pony Society receives money from the Queen to pay subsidies to Fell breeders.
Thick manes and forelocks have helped the Fell survive England's
cold, wet winters.
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ational riding a pastime of the well-to-do, the ponies were either
sold on to slaughterhouses or were no longer bred. Numbers
dropped greatly, and the Fell seemed set for extinction until the
early 1980s when riding amongst the general population in the
United Kingdom gained popularity. "When I was a boy in the
1960s I had a pony, and I remember I was really in the minority," says Ian Simper. "If you saw a pony or horse in the field it
was truly a rare sight. Now they are common and found in fields
everywhere." To increase numbers, the Fell Pony Society
receives money from the Queen and a grant from the Horse
Race Betting Levy Board to pay subsidies to breeders to help
shoulder some of the cost of breeding the ponies.
Although some Fell Ponies are still used as general work
ponies, many are used for driving and riding. "The ponies are
up to tremendous weight, which is one of the qualities we
promote, and small adults can ride the ponies as well as children," says Ian. "However, this is relevant to what sort of job
the rider wants to do. A large 14-hand pony can carry a
farmer up and down a slope at the walk, but he might not be
the ideal mount for him for galloping and jumping."
One particular sport where the Fell Pony truly shines is in
combined driving. Fells are particularly sought after by amateurs and professionals alike, as the ponies are cheaper to
maintain, easier to keep fit, and, due to their small size,
extremely nimble and maneuverable in the cross-country
phase. The Queens husband, the Duke of Edinburgh, drives
a team of four of her Fell Ponies in international competition.
Although early British colonists brought galloways to
North America, the Fell in its modern form came to the
United States in 1934, imported by Joan Mackay-Smith, who
was an enthusiast of British native ponies and wife of the
American equestrian icon Alexander Mackay-Smith, founder
of the United States Pony Club and the United States
Combined Training Association. Mrs. Mackay-Smith
imported two ponies in 1934, and more in the following
years. The Fell still remained rare in North America, with
only a few ponies being imported and bred.
Popularity is increasing, and there are now 136 ponies in
North America. The Fell Pony Society of North America
(FPSNA) was established in 2001, and another organization
called the Fell Pony Conservancy of the Americas was established in 1998—both are branches of the parent Fell Pony
Society in the United Kingdom. The Fell Pony in North
America is used much as it is in the United Kingdom.
With all of its native charm and workman-like hardiness,
there is no doubt that the Fell will find its way in modern
equine life and numbers will continue to increase. Besides,
there must be something very special about a pony that is so
pleasing to the Queen of England.
For more information contact: Fell Pony Society of North
America, 17138275th St., CouncilBluffs, Iowa 51503, (712) 3882217, wwwfpsna.org; the Fell Pony Society and Conservancy of the
Americas, 125 Edwards Farm Lande, Dobson, N.C. 27017, (336)
374-7660, wwwfellpony.org; and The Fell Pony Society, North
Craigs Cottage, Waterbeck, Lockerbie, Dumfriesshire DG11 3 HA,
Scotland, United Kingdom, telephone/fax: 01461 600606,
wwwfellponysociety.org. CD
Sharon Biggs is the author of In One Arena.
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haracteristics
Height: 13 to 14 hands, but the general range is 12.2 to 13.3
hands.
Colors: The most common color is black, although
brown, bay and pale gray are also seen. White markings are acceptable, although a small star or socks
are preferred to blazes or stockings.
The Fell retains many unique primitive characteristics. The
thick forelock and mane, and feathers on the legs help shed water
away from the skin. The sloping shoulders and rounded hindquarters that originally made the pony nimble in the boggy forest floor make today's Fell move with comfortable, easy gaits.
The Fell, with its strong haunches, large hooves and muscular thighs, is a heavy-boned sturdy pony, capable of carrying
heavy weight. Although its temperament is lively, the Fell Pony
is best known for its level-headthe United _„„_.
ed character and personality
ister Fell Ponies. This studbook was integrated into The Fell Pony Society
similar to a large draft breed,
he United Kingdom when it was founded in 1916 by hill farmers, Fell Por
such as the Shire or Suffolk
iiirers and the Earl of tonsdale.
m
Punch. As with the large draft
"he Fell Pony Society is the mot!
horses, farmers and workmen
anches." There are two branches in North America: The Fell Pony Society
needed animals that would stand
of North America and The Fell Pony Conservancy of the Americas* the Society
patiently while a cart or pack
in the
Netherlands is the only one that stands on its own ancl is allowed its
•
was loaded or while machinery
own ref
was adjusted. It isn't surprising
There are fewe.
that the Fell was used in similar
Kingdom. The Rare Breeds Survival Trust in the United Kingdom has listed the
work. Any animal that fidgeted
Fell Pony as endangered. There are close to 100 breeding animals in America
and about 5,000 Fell Ponies worldwide. The ponies are most popular in the
or was easily agitated wasn't
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, France, Germany and North America.
suitable for work; therefore only
Although there are no panels of inspectors, a Fell Pony stallion must be
steady, reliable animals were
licensed before it can be included in the studbooks (this includes animals
bred. Fell Ponies are also noted
in North America) .An impartial veterinarian is called upon to compare the
for their longevity.
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izabeth II chose to ride her st
Fell Ponies instead of
r usual horses,
nristophef Wilson ere
Crossing Fell Pony mares to his Hackney horse stalli
Sir George,
'here i
ingdom each year: a breed show held in Cumbria in
ugust, a stallion show held in May at Dalemain House in
Cumbria and a southern breed show held in Oxfordshire in
September. The first Mountain and M
ised to refer to the native ponies of Britain) breed class
in the United States was held in autumn of 2004 at the
Dressage At Devon annual show. Over 40
*
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roughbred to create a hunter type
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